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Background

Aims of the study

Classic speech perception theories
• Main question: Is articulatory or motor information recovered/used for categorical
identification in speech perception?
Yes:
No:
Articulatory/motor theories
Acoustic theories
(review: Galuntucci et al. 2006;
(Lindblom 1988, Blumstein 1986)
Fowler 1986)
Production (and perception) of sibilants

Main spectral peak determined by front cavity size anterior to the
constriction: more anterior constriction à smaller front cavity à
main spectral peak at higher frequencies
Centre of gravity (COG): mean energy over complete acoustic
spectrum (i.e. all frequencies)

•

•

Research questions
1) How relevant is acoustic variation for perceptual phoneme stability?
• Cue-weighting: From a perceptual (identification) point of view, how do we
deal with irrelevant acoustic information (e.g. increase in laryngeal strength
of the sibilant) without significantly disturbing/destroying the relevant and
important place of articulation information?
• How acoustically variable can a sibilant be without switching phoneme
categories – i.e. still correctly identified and not misidentified as the
alternative sibilant?
2) Does cue-weighting change when comparing the judgments of isolated
fricatives versus fricatives in vowel context (i.e. including formant
transitions)?
3) Is articulatory information recovered and used in the process of sibilant
identification?
Hypotheses for manipulated acoustic sibilant spectra:
- if only acoustic information is used à listeners would change their identification
- if articulatory information recovered/used à identification is not changed

Formant transitions: context
vowels mirror size of back
cavity resonances: tongue is
more posterior for /ʃ/ à smaller
back cavity à higher F2 onset
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Stimuli manipulation

Production (stimuli generation)
female speaker, Toronto area, self-identified as female (no sexual orientation given)
recordings of several [asa] and [aʃa] productions, best productions chosen for further
manipulation (informal listening test with native listeners)
Perception
C condition: long (336ms) and short (150ms) isolated fricative noises
VCV condition: fricatives in two vowel contexts (VCV structure: [aCa])
● original vowel context: /s/ + [asa] context (and /ʃ/ + [aʃa] context)
● alternative sibilant vowel context: /s/ stimuli + [aʃa] context (/ʃ/ + [asa])
8 repetitions (duration: 45 minutes), practice session provided
all stimuli were loudness-normalized (EBU standard)
listeners could extract female speaker sex/gender from presented vowels
Data extracted and presented:
● identification scores: /s/ or /ʃ/; confidence ratings: 5-point Likert scale; RT
Participants: 32 native (L1) speakers of Canadian English (Toronto area)

Multitaper acoustic spectra with midpoint 5kHz for definition of
relevant vs irrelevant frequency regions (with respect to
underlying sibilant /s/ and /ʃ/)

Definition of relevant and irrelevant frequency regions for both
sibilants /s/ and /ʃ/

Stimulus continuum: prototype is step 3, amplification of relevant
frequencies (step1-step2) and irrelevant frequencies (step4-step7)

Results
Isolated fricatives

Identification results for Canadian English isolated sibilant: The original
recorded sibilant (/s/ or /ʃ/) is step 3, amplified relevant frequency stimuli
are steps 1+2, and amplification of irrelevant frequency regions are steps
4-7. The magnitude of the acoustic manipulation increases linearly from
step 4 to step 7 (step4 = 12dB, step7 = 48dB).

Left: confidence scores, right: reaction times for isolated fricative perception

Aim of acoustic manipulation: increase acoustic
variation of irrelevant frequencies until the
underlying /s/ turns into a /ʃ/ spectral shape, and
vice versa
à i.e. spectral shapes switch (s à ʃ and ʃ à s),
but underlying articulatory patterns/information
(i.e. place of articulation) does not change

Discussion
VCV sequences

Identification scores for perception of sibilants in vowel context
(identical sibilant and vowel context, e.g. sibilant /s/ in V_V
context where the intervocalic sibilant was /s/; non-identical
sibilant vowel context, e.g. where sibilant /s/ in V_V context
where the intervocalic sibilant was /ʃ/, i.e. cross-spliced vowel
context with the alternative sibilant).

Left: confidence scores, right: reaction times for VCV perception of sibilants

Possible explanations
• phoneme frequency account: /s/ can be considered to be more universal, it is
perceptually more distinct (than other phonemes) and more frequently used than
/ʃ/ (languages of the world: /s/=85% vs /ʃ/=46% (Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996);
American English phoneme probability: /s/=5% vs /ʃ/=1% (Hayden, 1950))
• production accuracy: /s/ retraction, articulatory precision …
However, that does not explain why extremely similar acoustic spectra are
perceived differently (see 2x2 spectral plot), depending on the underlying
manipulated sibilants!
à Acoustics alone cannot explain the observed perceptual difference, therefore we
argue that underlying articulatory information can indeed be extracted for robust
perceptual identification, however restricted to alveolars à possibility: it is easier to
extract articulatory information for main articulators (tongue gestures) alone than in
combination with secondary articulatory gestures (lip gesture for /ʃ/ but not for /s/)

CONCLUSIONS
• Altering acoustic information induced a phonetic category switch in underlying
isolated /ʃ/ stimuli but not in underlying /s/ stimuli
• More importantly, the acoustic spectra of the highly manipulated stimuli and the
prototypes were nearly identical, so according to available acoustic information
categorical shifts should have occurred for both underlying /s/ and for underlying /ʃ/
• Inclusion of formant transitions (VCV stimuli) influenced perception to some extent
in expected direction à thus, cue-trading between fricative noise and formant
transitions takes place and guarantees phonetic categorical switch for /s/ stimuli
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• We conclude that articulatory information is indeed recovered, but more for the
alveolar sibilants (and not for the postalveolar sibilant)
• However, even if articulatory information is recovered, acoustic information is
weighed more heavily than articulatory information (60% /ʃ/ vs 40% /s/ responses)
• Formant transitions have higher weight than shown before for English sibilant
perception (LaRiviere, 1975) à formant transitions stabilize perceptual output here
• We will run additional experiments to further solidify our explanation (i.e. multiple
speakers, more manipulations, exclusion of sociophonetic factors…)
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